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Content 

Posts Past Page 1:  
The illustration depict a female mantis and a female witch whom are speaking about being 
attracted to each other. "I may be a giant mantis, but I'm a girl, too. You've shown me that I 
don't have to hide my heart."  

Goblin Magic page 26:  
This page depicts a female skeleton speaking to a female green goblin with blushing cheeks.  
“I’m sorry too. I’ve been trying so hard not to be weird around you, but ended up going way too 
far in the other direction.” 
“What do you mean?” 
…”Trying so hard not to be weird”? “Honestly.” 
“Earlier before the fight when you said you’d hold on to my heart, was that “being weird”? 
“I guess I did say that, huh?” 
The final illustration on this page is a close-up depiction of skeleton hand next to a green hand. 
The skeleton hand has a heart shape cutout in the middle of it. The green hand is blush colored 
at the finger tips.  

Goblin Magic page 27:  
This page depicts a female skeleton speaking to a female green goblin with blushing cheeks.  
“Talk about weird; I thought I was thinking about you so much because I hated you.” 
“I thought I was being so obvious and you just didn’t feel…” 
“Kat, I’m…not going to let you keep getting the upper hand. Kat Hollowbone, I like you and I 
want to be with you, and I said it first.” 
 
The third and fourth illustrations on this page are depictions of a bone hand and a green hand 
intertwined. The bone hand has a heart shape cutout in the center of it.  

Goblin Magic page 2:  
The first through the fourth illustrations on this page depict a female skeleton and a female 
green goblin talking to each other. 
“Well, I suppose that’s the last time I lie about my feelings for you.” 
“So!” 
“If I kissed-“ 
“YEAH!” 
The bottom illustration on this page depicts the female skeleton and the female green goblin 
kissing. In the background is a large red door with “SHUT!!” written across the front of it.  

           
           
           
           
           
        
 


